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Radical Civic Union party Senator Hipolito Solari Yrigoyen told reporters July 22 that criticisms
from the political opposition regarding the government's new economic policy were "insubstantial
and contradictory." Next, critiques by the General Workers Confederation (CGT) were described
as "partisan" and "too general." According to Solari, critics of the Radical party's plans to reduce
the fiscal deficit ignore the fact that if the deficit continues at its present level, "we can only
expect a higher rate of inflation." Next, he said, critics of increased prices for public services (fuel
and transportation, for example) are proposing a price freeze. "But a freeze would only obscure
inflationary tendencies. After a period of shortages and other problems, [the imposition of a
price freeze] would provoke another inflationary spiral." After delineating other "misconceived
criticisms," Solari declared that it is "incomprehensible" that the CGT has criticized a change in
tax structure on profits which tends to favor middle-income sectors. At the conclusion of a meeting
of Radical party leaders and gubernatorial candidates on July 25, the party released a statement
declaring that the economic package "is necessary to strengthen constitutional and administrative
reforms." In reference to its objectives in the September 6 elections for provincial governors,
the party seeks to gain a "constructive majority" to develop "national policies for change and
transformation." The Radical Party said it rejects the "rhetoric of change" put forth by several
opposition parties, while the time has come for ending the "recitation of empty and simplistic
promises." The communique also presented the following question to the Argentine public: "Can
anyone identify another government that has accomplished more to [simultaneously] reestablish
respect for human rights; lead the way for the return to democratic life;...advance institutional and
economic order; achieve incorporation into the international market, Latin American integration,
economic stability and negotiation of the foreign debt?" Next, according to the Radical party
statement, an "old Argentina is dying," while another "rational...tolerant and democratic" country
is emerging. "Argentina under the Alfonsin administration is the nation of decentralization,
integration with Latin America, peace with Chile, agreements with Uruguay and Brazil,...the country
of Cartagena and Contadora." (Basic data from Argentine news agency, DYN, 07/22/87, 07/25/87)
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